
Reduce Your Business & IT Risks
Surrounding:

Benefits:

MessageSolution Enterprise File Archive
Provides:

MessageSolution Enterprise File Archive provides a secure, easy-to-use, cost-effective, and high-performance 
storage management solution in its file archiving system. Enterprise File Archive dramatically reduces the cost and 
eliminates the complications of data storage, recovery and archiving for compliance, electronic discovery, and storage 
volume management, without installing any agent on the file server.

As the leading innovator in compliance, storage, and 
search technology, MessageSolution Enterprise File 
Archive gives organizations effortless control over their 
historical files by delivering a comprehensive file 
management system.  It allows users to easily search 
through massive quantities of files, immediately locate and 
access data.

● Compliance & eDiscovery

● Storage Optimization

● Information Retention & Protection

● Knowledge Exploitation

● Disaster Recovery

● Operational Efficiency

Reduce 60-75% Storage Requirement for Archive 
Server 
Completely automated file compression, single 
instance storage (SIS), offloading data to 
cost-effective secondary storage devices (HSM). 
Unlimited storage for Cloud customers.

Secure Storage
Control users' archive access and use.  Enterprise 
File Archive keeps original file security attributes and 
guarantees a secured storage archive.

Reduce File Server Storage up to 80%
High performance automated stubbing & users 
transparent retrieving of original files.

Immediately Access Records
Faster, more accurate searching enables 
organizations to easily locate and restore data to 
meet compliance and electronic discovery legal 
support deadlines without the price tag of 
traditional discovery methods.

Ease of Archive Maintenance
An intelligent back-end structure facilitates easy 
backup/restore and requires less maintenance, which 
significantly lowers long-term cost of ownership.

Increase Productivity
The fully automated process eliminates the time-
consuming task of manually managing corporate file 
system and intelligence, allowing staff to focus on 
the business at hand.

● Fast, easy and secure access to archived content via web

    browser and Windows desktop search

● Hierarchical storage optimization

● Single instance storage integrated with all servers & clustering

● Full text keyword/phrase and proximity searching, with

    sub-second search results

● High-powered file compression and de-duplication

● User-friendly web-based administrative interface

● Compatibility with multiple operating systems, including

    Windows & Linux

● Global online deployment and support

MessageSolution Enterprise File Archive
The Complete On-Premise and Cloud-Based Archiving Solution

System Requirements:
Pentium IV 2.0GHz (Minimum)
Processor equivalent to your file server (recommended)
2 - 4GB RAM
40GB hard disk (additional disk space or disk array, NAS, 
SAN for storage)

Internet Explorer 6, Firefox (User)
1 Network Interface card
The machine can access DNS service
Linux 2.6, Windows 2000 or 2003, 2008, Solaris
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How Enterprise File Archive Works
MessageSolution Enterprise File Archive can be delivered as an enterprise-class, on-premise software solution 
or on a Cloud managed by MessageSolution support. It can be a standalone solution or can be deployed in an 
all-in-one enterprise information archiving solution with email, SharePoint, OCS, Lync server, etc.

In addition to archiving the contents of candidate files, Enterprise File Archive transparently captures, indexes and 
archives all compliance-related metadata without impacting end-users. The archive supports all popular file 
formats and identifies candidate files according to each organization's specifications, it then compresses, 
de-duplicates, indexes and stores the files. Archived files are available for immediate retrieval in case of 
emergency situations, compliance audits or eDiscovery litigation requests.

A clean, organized back-end and intuitive interface design makes Enterprise File Archive easy to use and quick 
to deploy. There is no need for on-site installation, complicated maintenance or archive use classes.  
Implementing Enterprise File Archive reduces business risk and corporate liability while protecting organizations' 
investments in their IT infrastructure.

MessageSolution Works for You
MessageSolution file archiving solution helps businesses organize, store, and search their corporate intelligence 
quickly and securely, even across multiple geographic locations and countries. All MessageSolution products 
support Unicode for searching in any language, including Latin-based and character-based languages.

Enterprise File Archive is compatible with multiple operating systems and offers full support for all popular 
compliant storage media platforms, from direct attached disks to EMC Centera. No matter your current or future 
platform, Enterprise File Archive's flexible architecture fits into your current network file infrastructure and is able to 
adapt throughout the information lifecycle.

Giving Customers Control and Support

Visit www.MessageSolution.com
to learn more about MessageSolution file management techniques

The policy-based archive allows administrators to easily set up retention parameters and limit user access rights 
to meet each organization's unique archiving objectives. Staff can search for, immediately retrieve and restore 
their files without IT assistance by using a Windows desktop search or the easily navigable web-based interface.

In case of unexpected problems, MessageSolution offers its customers technical support 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week, via email or telephone.

MessageSolution,  Inc.
1851 McCarthy Blvd., Suite 105 Milpitas, CA 95035
Phone:  (408) 383-0100
Fax:       (408) 383-0222
Email:   salesdesk@messagesolution.com
Web:     http://www.messagesolution.com

On-Premise and Cloud-Based Archiving www.MessageSolution.com

MessageSolution delivers the technology and infrastructure for 
total Compliance & legal discovery. As the leader in compliance 
technology and data storage management, MessageSolution 
applies specialized expertise and advanced technology to create 
products that help clients meet their critical storage, archiving, 
compliance, and data retrieval needs.
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